Putt Billiards
Your Putt Putt
Pool game includes
the following items:
6 side rails

A level playing
surface is
required

4 corner pockets
2 side pockets
1 Rolled playing surface

Play area
measurements
1.4m x 2.8m

16 Balls
1 triangle rack
1 pro style two-way
putter
1 set of instructions

Rules for Putt Billiards
1. The balls are always placed in a pyramid formation. The triangular “rack” is used for collecting, or
racking the balls. Place the base of the rack parallel to the foot rail, and the apex, top, of the rack one
(1) to two (2) feet from the rail.
2. Determine who breaks by:
A. Flipping a coin
B. Draw a numbered ball without looking, the lowest number
Breaks.
C. “Lag”, or hit a ball from the foot rail and the ball that is
The closest to the head rail breaks
3. Place the cue ball on the opposite end about one (1) to (2) feet from the rail and putt to break the
racked balls. If the cue ball goes into a pocket, scratches, during play and player loses their turn. The
next player then places the cue ball on the head spot to take his turn. Should the player completely
miss the racked balls on the break the player loses the game.
4. If the cue ball stops in a position that makes it very difficult to make a shot (e.g. against the rail or
touching another ball) the player is allowed to move the cue ball the length of the putter head in any
direction in order to take the next shot.
5. Striking the cue ball, for a shot to be legal the cue ball must be struck with the head of the putter.
6. A player must make their shots from a standing position, inside or outside of the playing area.

Putt Billiards for Beginners:
1. Players determine which group of balls they will use, solids or strips. The cue ball becomes a
striped ball. Each player will have 8 balls to pocket.
2. Determine who breaks first
3. The player who is breaking selects one of their balls to place on the head spot. All other balls are
racked in the triangular formation. The selected ball is hit, using the putter, towards the racked balls.
4. After this, players alternate turns, hitting their balls into the selected pockets. Each player chooses
a ball to strike with the putter, trying to pocket it into one of the pockets. The first player to pocket all
their balls is the winner.
5. When a player pockets a ball he or she continues play until they miss putting their ball into a
pocket.
6. To add difficulty to the game. Players can hit the balls into the pockets in number sequence.

8 Ball for Putt Billiards
Object: be the first player to pocket your allotment of balls, and then the eight ball.

Rules
1. Rack the balls so that the 8 ball is in the centre of the racked balls
2. Determine which player will break the balls
3. On the break if a ball goes into a pocket, that player must pocket the rest of the balls in that group.
Balls 1 – 7 (low balls) or Balls 9 – 15 (high balls). If a ball from each group is pocketed then the player
breaking, is allowed to choose the group he would like.
4. If no balls are pocketed on the break the first player to pocket a ball then decides which group of
balls to play.
5. If you pocket one of your opponents balls, your opponent is credited for the ball and you lose your
turn.
6. Once a player has pocketed all their balls they are then allowed to pocket the 8 ball, by calling the
pocket they want to pocket it in.
7. If a player pockets the 8 ball before they have pocketed their other balls, they lose the game. In
addition if the cue ball is pocketed when you are playing the eight ball, you lose the game. And if you
pocket the 8 ball in another pocket other than the one called you lose the game.
8. The first player to pocket all their balls and then the 8 ball wins the game.
You can play any pool or billiard game, by using the established rules for those games.

